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Good Farmer to Great Manager
We will be starting the next round of Good Farmer to Great Manager classes this
summer. We are starting with three options; two classes that will be 2-3 hour sessions
separated by a few weeks time, and a “condensed version” occurring on a Tuesday
afternoon and Wednesday morning. The same information will be presented during all
classes, the “condensed version” will just be presented in a shorter timeframe. It will
certainly be a lot of information in a short time, but it may be a better option for those
who have to travel.
Who should participate in this class?

Check out our new
website!
www.n•i.net
Same URL,
Di•erent look!

Find us on
Facebook, YouTube,
and Twi•er!

This class is designed to be a very basic level record keeping course. It starts with why
you need to keep reconciled books and ends with understanding some of the ratios you
can calculate from a balance sheet and income statement. We will also cover the
differences between cash and accrual accounting and the places for both. The goal is
that by the end of the course you know why it is important to keep good records and
how to maintain them. Going forward, this will help with the tax return being prepared
correctly and having an analysis prepared. If you already are participating in the financial
analysis program with NFBI, you are likely already doing most of the things included in
this class, but you are welcome to participate if you want.
What’s next?
Due to the popularity of this program and the interest it sparked, we are working on
developing a Good Farm to Great Manager, Part 2 class. Watch your newsletters for
more on this. We will be working to understand the information provided in a financial
analysis. Because of this, we will be requiring you have an analysis done. We feel it will
be most beneficial if you have YOUR ratios, YOUR breakeven calculations and all of
YOUR data, so as we talk about these items we know they are calculated the same for
benchmarking and discussion. We will not be sharing your personal information but it
will be helpful for you to have access to it as we compare to averages, etc.
Dates
Choose between:
•

9AM– Noon on June 22nd, July, 13th, and August 10th

•

1PM-5PM on June 22nd, July, 13th, and August 10th

•

1PM– 5PM on July 31th and 8AM-Noon on August 1st

Call to reserve your spot!
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Section 199A Deduction – After the “Fix”
Grain Glitch Fix

during 2017; the

Last winter, I was often asked if Congress actually simplified the
tax code when the tax reform act was passed in December of
2017. My answer was that they were well on their way to real
simplification until they got to the Section 199a deduction and
then they blew up that attempt. The original law made it
significantly advantageous for some farmers to sell to
cooperatives over private grain companies, and of course those
private grain companies didn’t like it and asked for a “fix”. This
was also not the intent of the law so it needed to be fixed.
When they “fixed” the so-called grain glitch in March of 2018, the headlines made
it sound like all was well. My new response (somewhat jokingly) to the
simplification question has been that farmers can really not worry much about
how 199a will affect them but just to expect tax prep fees to be higher next year
because they took a complex tax law and made it exponentially more complex.
The effects of 199a are still going to be beneficial to almost all producers and
there may be reasons one producer may prefer to sell to a coop, but there will
also be producers who benefit from selling to private grain companies over coops,
as well as producers who it will not affect either way.

average operation

Non-Cooperative Sales

Nebraska Ag Fact
Nebraska had 47,400
farms and ranches

consisted of 954 acres

The “fix” in March did not affect the way the calculation will be made for
producers who sell exclusively to non-cooperatives. This means that you will
receive a deduction for 20% of Net Income, limited to taxable income minus
capital gains. Essentially, this means you can’t offset capital gains with this
deduction, but due to the fact that capital gains have preferred tax rates (0% if less
than about $75,000) this isn’t really much of a penalty unless you sold ground or
otherwise generated a significant capital gain, even then, it would be taxed
as a maximum of 20%. If your income is over $315,000 (Married, filing joint
or $157,500 for single), there is also a wage limit that will apply. There are
actually two different calculations you can make that pertain to wages and a
new term, “Unadjusted basis immediately after acquisition of all qualified
property,” which we will have to wait for IRS to fully define exactly what
this means.
Cooperative Sales
The original law allowed for a 20% deduction for income from cooperatives
which essentially allowed for 20% of Gross sales which is what caused the
problem. The “Fix” was not easy to negotiate and the end result makes the
non-cooperative sale calculation look pretty easy! In fairly simple terms, the
new rules give producers a blend of the old 199 (DPAD) deduction and the
new 199a (20% deduction).
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Step 1: We first must calculate the 20% of Qualified Business Income as if they had sold to a private grain
company.
Step 2: Then we have to calculate how much the “old DPAD-Like deduction” would have been which is
calculated by taking 9% of net income attributed to coop sales or 50% of wages paid to earn the
income, whichever is less. If an operation pays no wages, you can just apply the 9% test.
Step 3: Add in any passthrough of the “old DPAD-Like deduction” that the coop has elected to pass
through to the patrons. This could be anywhere from 0% - 9% of income.
Step 4: A final calculation must be made to make sure the deduction is not more than taxable income
(including capital gains).
Selling to Both Cooperatives and Non-Cooperatives
Many producers we work with will sell grain to both types of businesses. When this is the case, we will have to
allocate their Qualified Business Income based on the sales to each type of business. In other words, if you sell
25% of your grain to a coop, 25% of your net income will be considered sold to a cooperative and 75% will be
considered sold to a non-cooperative and we will have to calculate both methods to determine your deduction.
So should you sell to a cooperative or not?
•

If you are a c-corporation, you still get none of this and it doesn’t matter at
all who you sell to. In fact the coop is only allowed to calculate their income
based on qualified taxpayers so the coop must allocate their income from
corporate taxpayers before calculating what they can pass through to noncorporate taxpayers. Remember this is only c corporations and those with
an “S” election fully qualify for the 199a deduction.

•

If you have no taxable income, you don’t need to worry about which to sell
to because you won’t qualify for a deduction anyway.

•

Those who have significant capital gains will likely have benefit of selling to a
cooperative. This includes dairies and cow/calf operations who raise their
breeding livestock since the taxable income limit does not include an addback for capital gains. At the same time, these types of operations typically
don’t have high taxable income and offsetting a zero percent tax isn’t very
beneficial.

•

Producers who pay no wages and are under $315,000 (MFJ) taxable income will only need to weigh the
likelihood that the coop will pass through the remaining 9% deduction. If your coop will, the deduction
should end up being similar.

•

Producers who pay minimal wages with taxable income under $315,000 (MFJ) could get caught by a
significant reduction if they sell to a cooperative. We will have to wait for final interpretations of the law
from IRS but if you pay a spouse a $7,000 per year wage, your deduction could be limited to $3,500. If you
paid no wages, it would be 11% of net income. To further complicate the issue, if you sell half your
products to cooperative and half to non-cooperatives, the wages have to be allocated so you may only get a
deduction of $1,750 (½ of the ½).

The bottom line will continue to be that until we get direction from the IRS, we won’t know exactly how this is
going to affect all producers other than to say it’s going to be very complicated and vary from producer to
producer. The IRS had projected the end of June as the date they hoped to have preliminary regulations
covering 199a out. This was prior to the fix and I have not seen an update on that timeline. We will continue
to update you as we can with new information.
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3815 Touzalin Ave, Ste. 105
Lincoln, NE 68507
Phone: (402) 464-6324
Fax: (402) 464-6355
Email: info@nfbi.net

Reminders:
2017 Average Books Coming Soon!
NFBI members, keep an eye out for the 2017
Nebraska State Average Books and your
opera•on’s RankEm to be in the mail mid-May!
If you are not a member,
but are interested in our
average numbers, our
order form can be found
on our website at
www.n•i.net or get in
contact with us at the
o•ce.

Personal Property Returns Due May 1st
Don’t forget to file your personal property returns with
your county by May 1st, 2018!
If you need help filing your personal property schedule, be
sure to contact your consultant.
————————————————————————

Important Tax Due Dates
June 15th, 2018– 2nd quarter individual estimate due
August 31st, 2018– Heavy Highway (Form 2290) due
September 15th, 2018– 3rd quarter individual estimate due
January 1st, 2019- 4th quarter individual estimate due
————————————————————————

Tax Return Extension Due Dates
September 15th, 2018– Partnerships and S-Corps
October 15th, 2018- Individual and C-Corps

